《The Mysterious CEO》
41 Did you really plan to give her to that bas*** Qian?
Lu Lan left the Si Li's office, however, she was not in her mind, all the Si Li's words
were echoed in her mind. Now their marriage was over and now she didn't have
anyone on her side as her family.
"Ahhhh….."
Lu Lan was walking absent-mindedly, then suddenly she clashed with someone, then
the pile of files fell on her right hand and that created intense pain in her hand.
"I'm so sorry Miss. Are you Okay?" women hurriedly asked in a concerned way.
At that instant, Mu Che came and saw that the pile of files fall on the Lu Lan's hand
and he strode towards her "Miss Lu, are you alright?"
"Hmm," Lu Lan nodded.

"Miss, I don't think your hand is okay. It's turned red and swollen. I think you should
go to the hospital" woman suggested.
Lu Lan bitterly smiled at her "It's Okay, Miss Song. I will apply some ice and it will be
okay".

Before Song Tianxin could say anything else, Lu Lan already turned to left.
Song Tianxin was the director in Si Corporation. Every employee, including Lu Lan,
knew about her because of her intelligence and excellent performance. In the span of
five years, she would be able to become the director in Si Corporation, where other
people took more than ten years.

Some of the employees, including Lu Lan, admired her while others envy her because
of her success.

Mu Che saw Song Tianxin tense look, therefore, he assured her, "Miss Song, don't
worry, I will look after her".
--------In the bar
After Lu Lan left for Country M, Si Li was in a worse mood. He drove to the bar, he
thought some drinks might be changed his mood.
Si Li was sitting alone in the private room and he had already drunk a dozen of glasses
of whiskey but still, he couldn't forget the Lu Lan's helpless face when she said that
'she doesn't want to go'.
After a while, someone came inside the room.
"It must be a lucky day that legendary Si Li has come to our bar and …" man stopped
in between, then he scanned the room and continue ".... and he has planned to drink
full stock of whiskey today. Good…".
"Why do you have problem with that?" Si Li asked indifferently.
"No…No…Actually, it will bring some profit, but the value of the profit is very less
than my friend's life" Mo Jinnan responded candidly.
Mo Jinnan and Si Li were the best friends and both of them belonged to the
Underworld. Their life was almost the same, but the only difference is Mo Jinnan was
not the King of Underworld, but it didn't affect his status in the Underworld Business
because, after Si Li, he was the second most powerful person. The reason that both of
them remained in the top was their friendship because they valued their friendship
more than their business, unlike, the most of the people who didn't even value their
brotherhood relation when it came to the business.
"I…I hurt her badly," Si Li said guilty and finished up another glass of whiskey in a
shot.
"At least she got some respect as a tile of your wife otherwise…" Mo Jinnan couldn't
complete the sentence as a pain come in his eyes as well.
After a calmed himself down, Mo Jinnan saw that Si Li was still drinking and he still
had no intention to stop and therefore Mo Jinnan took the bottle away "Hey, do you
wanna die?"
"Don't worry about me. If you really want to worry about someone, then worry about

her" Si Li said out of the blue.
Mo Jinnan was still sitting there confusingly didn't understand what Si Li was trying to
say.
"I…I saw her going into Room 801 with Young Master Qian. Did you really plan to
give her to that bas*** Qian?" Si Li looked at him seriously.
Mo Jinnan frowned and a few seconds later, he strode out the room and made his way
towards Room 801.
After a few minutes, Mo Jinnan reached near the door, his heart pounding so loud, he
just prayed that he wasn't late. He took a deep breath and he pushed the door.
Bam!

